Connect

Foreword

Welcome to our 21st issue
of Connect, Sanne’s regular,
technical bulletin for fund
managers, their intermediaries
and investors.
A whole new world

The year 2020 will certainly go down in the history books.
As we continue to navigate through a global pandemic
that has drastically changed almost all of our usual
behaviour, it is also changing the way businesses
operate. With international business activity increasing
amongst global economies, we can explore the impact
of new developments and how to maintain best
practices in this new world.

This edition of Sanne Connect invited industry experts
to share their thoughts on the way forward for
corporate services.

Our experts include:
▪ Sam Ng, CMS Law
▪ Martin O’Regan, Solas Fiduciary Services
▪ Shervin Binesh and Lucy Baird, Sanne

In this edition:
Sam Ng explores key considerations for boards as the
industry becomes increasingly digital in the face of global
restrictions. Lucy Baird discusses the resurgence of interest
in the use of Jersey cash box structures as an attractive
financing mechanism to allow access to alternative sources
of funds and raise money.
Looking ahead, Martin O’Regan provides an outlook on what
is next for governance in Asia while Shervin Binesh offers a
look into alternative asset management compensation by
combining best practice and expertise across alternative
investment funds and employee incentive schemes
administration.
This is the first Sanne Connect in our new dynamic brand.
I hope you enjoy the read.

Brijesh Patel
Global Head
of Corporate Services - Sanne
+65 3158 4228
brijesh.patel@sannegroup.com
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01.
Staying agile and maintaining
best practices in the new normal
▪ Directors’ duties in distressed scenarios
▪ Impact of global travel restrictions
▪ Exploring new ways of conducting business

Maintaining strong corporate governance
structures is more important and relevant than
ever in the ‘new normal’ COVID-19 world.
We examine some threats and opportunities that
boards should have front of mind.
Directors may owe additional duties
in distressed scenarios
It is imperative that directors know the extent of their
legal duties and steps needed to mitigate risk given
rising financial distress and insolvency situations
due to the global pandemic. Singapore company
directors generally have fiduciary duties to act in the
best interests of their company and its shareholders.
However, when a company approaches insolvency,
its directors also have duties towards the company’s
creditors and some concerning issues can arise, namely:
▪ Directors can be liable for contracting company
debts while knowing that there was no
reasonable prospect or probable grounds
of expectation of repayment.

▪ Directors should not just resign if doing so would
adversely impact on the company’s management
or creditors’ position, though an exception is where
such directors are unable to influence the board to
act in the creditors’ interests.
▪ Where creditors request for additional board members,
existing board members must carefully consider all
creditors’ interests in relation to those requests.
▪ Directors should also note their risk of liability, as
breaches of their director duties may attract criminal
and/or civil liabilities.

Sam Ng
Senior Associate, Singapore
- CMS Law
+65 8858 3082
sam.ng@cms-holbornasia.com
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“Practically, such supervision can be achieved by ensuring
regular reporting to the board by the delegated executive,
which could enshrined as a contractual term in a power
of attorney or management agreement.”
Sam Ng

New wrongful trading rules
Singapore’s Insolvency, Restructuring and Dissolution
Act 2018 (IRDA) came into effect in mid-2020 and
introduced provisions which make it easier to attach
liability to directors. New ‘wrongful trading’ provisions
lower the existing threshold for establishing directors’
personal liability for wrongful trading (pre-IRDA,
criminal liability must be established before personal
liability could attach to a director for wrongful trading).
Provisions were also introduced to enable
liquidators and judicial managers to engage
third party funding to bring court action against
a company’s officeholders (including directors)
to unwind preferential/ prejudicial transactions.
These legislative changes are timely with increased
incidents of financial distress.

Global travel restrictions may lead
to more group delegation arrangements?
With global travel restrictions and city/state lockdowns,
company directors may see an increasing need to
delegate certain executive management functions
to non-director executives. Delegation is generally
permitted provided that the delegating director
appropriately supervises such management whilst
continuing to be bound by his fiduciary duties.
Practically, such supervision can be achieved by
ensuring regular reporting to the board by the
delegated executive, which could enshrined as a
contractual term in a power of attorney or management
agreement. Appropriate directors and officers liability
insurance should also be maintained as appropriate.

Shareholder meetings and decision-making
Good corporate governance practices include giving
shareholders an opportunity to participate effectively
during general meetings and to communicate their
views and raise queries on various matters affecting
the company.
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The present challenges of holding physical shareholder
meetings have led to legislative provisions aimed towards
enabling alternatives such as virtual general meetings
to be convened. Singapore’s COVID-19 (Temporary
Measures Act) addresses several protocols around
representation through electronic means, the sending
to the meeting of matters which the shareholder wishes
to raise, and if appropriate conditions are met, to have
those matters responded to, at or before the meeting
by electronic means.
Companies should familiarise themselves with the latest
technological tools that allow effective virtual meetings
and facilitate robust engagement and decision-making
amongst stakeholders, (for example, digital Q&As
and voting tools). That said, companies should
be mindful of greater cybersecurity risks and implement
appropriate security measures, including evaluating
the way personal/ confidential information is managed
and shared with its stakeholders these include company
accounts, resolutions and commercial contracts.
Where any such personal information and materials
need to be sent to recipients in different jurisdictions,
companies should be mindful of complying with all
applicable data protection and privacy laws.

Electronic signatures
We have seen an increasing trend towards the execution
of agreements by way of digital or electronic signatures.
In executing an agreement by electronic means, parties
still need to be mindful of the types of agreements
that are permitted to be electronically executed under
the relevant governing law of the agreement.
Advice should be sought when in doubt to avoid
any enforceability issues.

Looking ahead
The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a ‘new normal’
in the ways of conducting business and it appears that
a large part of this is here to stay. Companies and directors
need to adequately address the challenges and risks
involved, pivot, and continue to drive good corporate
governance and where relevant, avail themselves
of new technological opportunities.
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Jersey cash
box structures
▪ Advantages of Jersey cash box
structures to raise equity capital
▪ Benefits of the cash box structure
▪ How is the cash box structured?

Current challenges experienced by companies
as a result of the turbulence and instability
in the global financial markets is resulting
in a resurgence of interest in the use
of Jersey cash box structures.
Advantages of Jersey cash box
structures to raise equity capital
It is an increasingly popular means of raising equity
capital for UK public companies, and a flexible
and efficient way of accessing an alternative
source of funds when the current environment
proves difficult for companies to raise debt finance.
UK public limited companies can take advantage
of a Jersey cash box structure as an attractive
financing mechanism to allow access to alternative
sources of funds and raise money through the
issuance of shares or convertible bonds.

Benefits of the cash box structure
Cost
efficiency:

Allows a way to issue equity by leveraging
advantages of merger relief under Section
612 of the UK Companies Act 2006 and
avoiding the time and costs of complying
with pre-emption provisions.

Convenience:

Low impact and flexible legal and
regulatory framework to provide a prompt
and efficient means of raising funds.

Low
maintenance:

JerseyCo can be structured in a tax
efficient means with minimal costs in
respect of the ongoing management
and administration services.

Lucy Baird
Head of Corporate Services,
Jersey - Sanne
+44 1534 700913
lucy.baird@sannegroup.com
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“UK public limited companies can take advantage
of a Jersey cash box structure as an attractive financing
mechanism to allow access to alternative sources
of funds and raise money through the issuance
of shares or convertible bonds.”
Lucy Baird

How is the cash box structured?

Investors

Convertible bonds issued

UK plc

Net proceeds of bond
issue on redemption
of preference share

Subscription price for bond issue

Transfer of redeemable pref
shares in consideration
of issues of bonds to investors

Ordinary share capital
Subscription for redeemable
preference shares (equal to net
proceeds of bond issue)

JerseyCo

Sanne has a great deal of experience in working
with reputable legal advisors in offshore structuring,
as well as commercial and investment banks
(‘Manager’), as the book runner for subscribing
and placing with investors.
Sanne has a wealth of expertise to support UK public
companies with the incorporation and ongoing
management of a new company in Jersey (‘JerseyCo’),
whether that’s through a private company or public
company structure.
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Manager

Let’s talk…
We would be delighted to speak with you to discuss
how Sanne can assist in the restructuring process.
For more information please contact:
lucy.baird@sannegroup.com, lisa.aune@sannegroup.com
or shervin.binesh@sannegroup.com.
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What next for
Governance in Asia?
▪
▪
▪
▪

The need for transparency
Independence, diversity and confidence
From offshore to onshore
Asia is open for business

The residual effects of the Asian financial crisis
have pushed for greater clarity and advocacy of
more robust governance within Asia over the years.
Yet, as regulatory systems evolve to build stronger
Asian economies, it also remains mostly elusive.
Despite continued developments towards investment
structures and forging a dynamic business landscape,
the scope of its efforts and relationships with investors
and stakeholders tend to be somewhat limited.

In recent years, aside to reviewing the fiscal health
of investments, investors are keen to see independent
reporting for a comprehensive analysis about the
future of their investments.

Asia’s conventional culture of friends and family or
patriarchal practices have become outmoded as they
look for external or institutional investors. On a deeper
level, this creates a vulnerability in systems that require
a strong regulatory environment.

As more companies become values-driven, legislators
must match their policies to accommodate the growing
global trends. Pragmatic regulations ensuring proper quality
disclosures, flexibility of investment structures, quality
resources and marketability are non-negotiables
for investors.

Transparent reporting
In Asia the culture of private, internal practices
and processes have created ambiguity and confusion
amongst investors. As investors become more
discerning and open, they require informative
and transparent reporting — data that can guide
their decision making.

Martin O’regan
Managing Director, Singapore
- Solas Fiduciary Services

+65 9756 8007
martin.oregan@solasfs.com
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“As more companies become values-driven, legislators
must match their policies to accommodate the growing
global trends. Pragmatic regulations ensuring proper,
and quality, disclosures, flexibility of investment
structures, quality resources and marketability
are non-negotiables for investors.”
Martin O’regan

Independence is key

Earning confidence

Asia generally does not have mandatory requirements
for independence; in the past, independent directors,
played a passive role. Now with Asian regulators
putting more stringent laws and regulations in place
to comply with global standards, proper governance
is mandatory. Independent directors play a vital and
diverse role. They provide investors with an oversight
function over the fund vehicle, the fund manager and
other service providers to the fund. The independent
directors act as agents for fund investors. They bring
impartiality and experience to a fund’s board and its
oversight of the fund’s affairs and activities.

Governance in Asia is an evolving concept and the most
challenging aspect is the enforcement of policies and
regulations. Businesses and investors must feel represented
— legitimacy is achieved where there are accountability
and transparency at the core, clear assigned authority
and the absence of conflict of interest. Prospects that
do not earn the confidence of investors will not achieve
governance in Asia with the competitive edge
and dynamism it needs as it contends with its
American and European counterparts.

The comfort of independence for investors is that you
are acting on their behalf; transparency and transparent
reporting are what investors and regulators are looking
at. The role and presence of service providers such
as directors, fund administrators, lawyers, auditors’
compliance, and tax advisors also lend credence
to the landscape for providing in-depth knowledge.

From offshore to onshore

The importance of diversity
This brings us to diversity in the talent pool, which
has become a focus — a well-balanced corporate
board defers group think and offers better ideas
and solutions. While diversity can be hard to achieve,
one should look to appoint a broad base of directors —
diversity in the range of experience, views, and skillsets.
We must also avoid ‘tokenism’. Diversity includes
people from all walks of life and tokenism goes
against that very narrative. The landscape is changing
for the better. In some countries, diversity at board
level is becoming compulsory.
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We are also seeing a shift from “offshore to onshore”
where Asia fund managers and investment professionals
historically used the offshore Caribbean model. Still, with
growing pressure from tax authorities globally, tightening
of rules under BEPS and tax reporting under FATCA/CRS,
there is a huge amount of scrutiny for using these vehicles.
With more favourable tax treatment and structuring options
onshore, there is more of a pull factor to use onshore
vehicles. While going onshore has a tremendous benefit
— one needs to be mindful of the residency and tax
substance requirements in each location for the board
of directors and service providers requirements.
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“Businesses and investors must feel represented.
Legitimacy is achieved where there are accountability
and transparency at the core, clear assigned
authority and the absence of conflict of interest.”
Martin O’regan

Asia is open for business
On the surface, governance in Asia is ready to meet
the rising needs of investors, fund managers and
companies. Still, as they dig deeper into their growing
needs, investors and businesses look for accountability,
transparency, independence and onshore capabilities
that ascertain the reputation and credibility of their
investments. This involves a comprehensive governance
framework — institutional support, best practices and
regulatory standards that allow the immediacy and
credibility of information for investors.
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More work remains, particularly on the cusp of a global
pandemic. A vibrant economy and social stability remain
challenging, bringing to task good governance to assure
investors and businesses through these trying times
and to ensure sustainability.
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Alternative asset
management compensation
▪
▪
▪
▪

Structuring and design
The annual administration and event cycle
Escrow and clawback provisions
Accounting and reporting

Combining best practice and expertise across alternative
investment funds and employee incentives industries.
Carried interest is an incentive and compensation
arrangement provided to alternative asset fund
managers to align their interests with the fund’s
investors. Given it represents such a significant
element of compensation, one would assume
that carry arrangements receive the same care as
other corporate and employee incentive schemes,
however, this is often not the case.
Carry arrangements are either managed in-house or
by third party fund administrators. Often, in-house
solutions can prove to drain resources and create
increased risks for fund managers. Outsourcing has
therefore become a more popular bolt-on service.
As carry arrangements expand in scope and complexity
and come under ever increasing scrutiny from
regulators and tax authorities, alternative asset fund
managers are understandably turning to corporate
and employee incentive specialists to support these
important requirements. The advantages of this
approach are compelling.

Structuring
In an international, returns-driven context, the domicile of
alternative investment funds will always be determined on
facts. International advisors are ethically bound to act with
integrity, in the best interests of their clients.
Putting aside the various tax-related considerations given
to the fund structuring process, by leveraging the extensive
understanding of alternative investment funds across
multiple regions, we are able to shift the focus of the
industry to a more product-led, jurisdiction agnostic and
collaborative approach. This is likely the most effective
approach in delivering best in class services to alternative
investment funds.

Shervin Binesh
Director, Corporate Services
- Sanne
+44 1534 710 206
shervin.binesh@sannegroup.com
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“An ever more important aspect to the structuring
process is the mechanism and timing of distributions
for the managers.”
Shervin Binesh

When it comes to the design and structure of the
carried interest schemes there is added complexity
when it comes to alternative investment deals and
the waterfall modelling which is often applied to
these structures. The multiple variables outlined in
the owner’s agreement can mean each waterfall
structure varies, however, working with trusted advisors
and service providers can draw on their understandings
of the common components in relation to methods
of return and provisions for the investors and sponsors.
The importance of structuring the carried interest
arrangements to align with the interests of the
investors, managers and sponsors is paramount
in designing the incentive mechanism.
Sanne has seen the benefits of working with managers
on their carried interest waterfall before the launch
of a fund to ensure that this meets their expectation.
This approach avoids potential issues arising further
down the line when distribution payments are made.
An appropriately structured fund distribution waterfall
can assist in driving the motivation of managers
and investors to executing and achieving the fund’s
investment strategy. Putting aside the considerations
of the common features of a carried interest scheme,
an ever more important aspect to the structuring
process is the mechanism and timing of distributions
for the managers.
In order to attract and retain the best management
team, managers look to different ways in which any
profits can lead to liquidity events for their team before
the end of the fund. The ‘deal by deal’ model, albeit
with applicable claw back provisions, as opposed to
a ‘whole of fund’ approach caters for this scenario.
Sanne is seeing firms exploring variations of either
model in order to address and achieve the different
goals of the managers, reflecting such terms within
the limited partnership agreement.
Investors and managers should carefully consider
the structure of the carry scheme and consult with
their administrators to leverage the broad experience
and local knowledge where possible.
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Design
The tax efficiency of carried interest, particularly relevant
in the UK, is dependent on a few characteristics of the
arrangement to ensure it complies with the regulatory
requirements imposed by local tax authorities.
Despite the Disguised Investment Management Fees (DIMF)
rules having applied since April 2015, they are still often
overlooked during the structure and design stage, therefore,
posing a potentially significant risk to the fund managers.
Over time a fund structure can become more complex, with
the establishment of offshore entities/trusts as well as coinvestment and mandatory remuneration deferral structures
in line with regulatory requirements. It is worth noting that
these structures can raise a number of other tax issues,
not least with regard to disguised remuneration, and it is
important to understand whether and how the DIMF rules
and other provisions apply by liaising closely with advisors
and service providers to establish how such matters will
be assessed and co-ordinated. Design and documentation
can be maintained by an administrator like Sanne to ensure
they are made available to the authorities on request.

Annual administration and event cycle:
Allocations, forfeitures, vestings
Due to the very nature of alternative investment funds, the
average period of each fund being between ten to twelve
years, the carried interest vehicles can place an exponential
strain on the administrator over the lifetime of a series
of investments.
As carry plans can be complex, it can create additional
burden on the firm when juggling against their core strategic
objectives. Sanne can assist by providing administrative
assistance and guidance throughout the lifecycle of the
scheme(s). Throughout the design and launch of a carried
interest scheme, administrators like Sanne can build a clear
understanding of the objectives.
Implementation and communication programmes should
be clear and delivered in a timely fashion. Administration
is an outsourcing specialism and removes the risk and costs
associated with managing and processing data in relation
to complex arrangements.
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Reporting
Monthly / Quarterly
Valuations
Terminations

On-boarding
Population
Award Type / Entity
Communications

Carry
Administration

Distributions
Fund Information
Calculations:
▪ STW
▪ Global Mobility
▪ Vesting
▪ Code Staff
Designated Committee
Communication

Sanne takes a unique approach by appointing
specialists across a wide range of corporate and fund
structures and combining their expertise to provide
a flexible and scalable service. As a result, our teams
have a high level of technical knowledge across all
aspects of alternative investment funds, applying their
broad experience to handle any queries and provide
the necessary guidance where applicable. Record
keeping is at the core of everything, and whilst it might
not seem particularly onerous, it is vital that that the
data is accurate and up to date. Administrators will
often utilise the efficiencies brought by bespoke
systems and software, designed to maintain data
records and facilitate regulatory reporting. Overlaying
this with an intuitive and intelligent portal, such as
Sanne’s customised and industry recognised web
portal application, enhances participant engagement
and processing efficiencies for reporting
and capturing instructions.
Sanne has delivered significant cost efficiencies for
firms when transitioning from managing complex
and onerous administrative tasks via manual process
on spreadsheets, to a well-established and digitised
service delivery framework. Tasks include carried
interest specific processes for allocations, capital
contributions, distributions, valuation reports and
management information. This ensures the vehicle
is properly operated under the required framework
and all documentation is maintained and audited
in a transparent and compliant manner.
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Capital
Contributions /
Imputed Income
Fund Information
Calculations
Communications

Sanne

GP Accounting
Fund Information
PCA
Financials

Awards
Allocations
Award Type / Entity
Designated
Committee
Communications

Terminations
Data Feed
Calculations

The accuracy of the data administered by a third-party
allows reports and management information to be created
in customised formats and made available via a portal.
Comprehensive functionality offered through the software
simplifies and automates administration of allocations,
vestings, calculations, terminations and communications.

Distributions:
Escrow and clawback provisions
The order of priority and timing of distributions made
to limited and general partners are set out in the limited
partnership agreement. Distributions may be made in the
form of cash or securities, with securities typically taking
the form of listed equity as a result of an IPO. Distributions
can be a particularly sensitive element to the administration
of carried interest, especially given the heightened emotive
aspect of receiving significant components of an individual’s
compensation. There are benefits in considering the use
of a third-party escrow services provider, such as Sanne,
due to the independence and confidentiality it brings when
distributing payments. Escrow payments ensure that
there is a third-party to regulate the effective and timely
completion of the distributions to the beneficiaries,
minimising the risks in a convenient and confidential
manner.
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Depending on the design and structure of the scheme,
distributions will be calculated on an aggregate
cumulative or whole basis, offsetting realised losses
against previously realised gains. As a result, later
losses can eliminate earlier gains so that, on a fund
as a whole basis, the overall return for investors may
fall below the hurdle rate and earlier carried interest
distributions prove to have been overpayments.
Most funds therefore impose a clawback provision on
the carried interest vehicle that requires the repayment
of any excess carried interest it receives. This
obligation is often supported by Sanne’s escrow
services, retaining a portion of the general partner’s
carried interest for distribution at a later date.
Reclaiming any overdistribution can be challenging
in practice, especially if previous payments have been
invested or spent. Many investors demand escrow
and “claw-back” arrangements so early over-payments
can be returned if the fund underperforms as a whole.
Occasionally, we find that limited partnership
agreements include interim clawback provisions
thereby adopting periodic measurements of
distributions throughout the life of the fund.

Accounting and reporting
In addition to the periodic financial, tax and regulatory
reporting required for the fund, alternative asset
management firms use different accounting approaches
for carry. Some account for carry on an accrual basis
or use the cash basis to record carry as it is paid and
received. Others use option valuation techniques to
determine carry at the beginning of a new investment.

Conclusion
It is fundamental to set the legal structure, design, process
and procedures, and rules of engagement as effective and
efficient as possible. Key stakeholders and third parties will
need to be involved at early stages to understand their roles,
responsibilities and obligations. Given the emphasis on the
fiduciary duties of all parties over the course of the lifecycle
of a fund and carried interest vehicle, any framework and
governance must be sufficiently robust to ensure a
compliant yet flexible management process.

The obligation to meet clawback payments sits
with the firm’s senior partners and an escrow account
can mitigate any risk in managing those guarantees.
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Sanne is a leading global provider of
alternative asset and corporate services.
Established since 1988 and listed as a
FTSE 250 company on the Main Market
of the London Stock Exchange, Sanne
employs c1,800 professionals
worldwide and administers structures
and funds that have in excess of £250
billion assets.

Brijesh Patel
Global Head of Corporate Services

+65 3158 4228
brijesh.patel@sannegroup.com

Catherine Law
Head of Business Development, APAC

“Sanne’s Corporate Services has
the scale and flexibility
to support your multijurisdictional structures.
We have designed our client
service teams and tailored our
service model to deal with the
complex nature of your
corporate structures.”

+852 3906 5828
catherine.law@sannegroup.com

Lucy Baird
Head of Corporate Services, Jersey
+44 1534 700913
lucy.baird@sannegroup.com

Brijesh Patel

Shervin Binesh
Director, Corporate Services
+44 1534 710 206
shervin.binesh@sannegroup.com

Let’s talk…
Should you wish to find out more about
our services and operation, please get
in touch with our people. We would be
delighted to have a conversation with you.
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To find out more about Sanne, please email
Brijesh Patel, Global Head of Corporate Services,
brijesh.patel@sannegroup.com or alternatively
visit us online, sannegroup.com
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